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Update From the Organizing Committee
We survived iris season! Although it was very early with many iris reported blooming in April across the
western provinces, the season did progress in a progression not seen in recent years. There was some
overlap as there always is, but not everything blooming at once as has been experienced in recent times.
Our 10th annual show was a rousing success as if there was any doubt! Moving the date up just one week
accomplished what we set out for which was to increase the number of entries. It worked. For the show
report, see pages 2 to 5. And mark your calendars for 2018! Same time, same place next year on Sunday,
June 3rd.
Also included is a step by step guide to digging and dividing on pages 6 to 8 that several members new and
old had requested. The rhizome sale notice with information needed to participate is on page 8 as well.
This is followed by a trip to Wisley gardens and Chelsea Flower Show with member Debbie Innes on pages
9 to 11. And the pictures. Included are lots and lots of pictures in this issue.
If you are of a hybridizing bent, now is the time to start watching the seed pods. With the early start to the
season, several are already starting to turn colour. Catch them before they turn brown and crack open. It is
also the time to plant out those little seedlings you have been nurturing in their pots since spring.
Stay tuned for further information about our 15th anniversary and the events being looked at by the
Organizing Committee for 2018 in the next newsletter due out sometime in the autumn. It is going to be a
great year!
If your membership expired in 2016, this will be your last newsletter. For information on your membership
status, contact BJ Jackson.
So sit back and relax on a hot afternoon or evening with your beverage of choice and enjoy this issue of the
CWIS newsletter. Finally, we are here for you, our members. Feel free to contact us with ideas, comments
or concerns.
B. J. Jackson, jacksonb@mts.net
Deborah Petrie, martyaddict@gmail.com

Jennifer Bishop, Jennifer@dataways.com
Eleanor Hutchison, eleanore@mymts.net
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CWIS 10th Annual Show Report
Sunday, June 4th 2017
(Report compiled by Show Chair B. J. Jackson)
It worked! Moving the show date up one week accomplished the desired effect and we had an
amazing show!
There were a total of 103 exhibits on the show tables which also included two artistic designs
using the wonderful tall bearded iris Immortality. A display of stems not entered had 18 stems.
The 101 stems were entered by 11 exhibitors and were spread out over all of the bearded
classifications with the exception of the Miniature Dwarf Bearded class. The biggest section by
far was the Miniature Tall Bearded section with 31, closely followed by Intermediate Beardeds
with 23 and Tall Beardeds with 21. Standard Dwarfs saw 19 entries and Border Beardeds,
Siberians and Species added 7 more to round out the individual stems entered. Of the total, 85
varieties were on display for all to view.
And the winners of the day included:
Section Winners:
Section A: Miniature Dwarf Bearded - No entries
Section B: Standard Dwarf Bearded - Vavoom entered by Sandy Eggertson
Section C: Intermediate Bearded - Alliteration entered by Sandy Eggertson
Section D: Miniature Tall Bearded - Puppy Love entered by B. J. Jackson
Section E: Border Bearded - Not Awarded
Section F: Tall Bearded - Circle Step entered by Brenda Newton
Section G: Other Iris - I. typifolia entered by El Hutchison
Sections H (Collections) and Section I (Seedlings) - No entries
Section J (Historics) and Section K (Unidentified) - Not awarded
AIS Awards:
Best Specimen in Show - Brenda Newton for Circle Step TB
AIS Silver Medal and Certificate (most first place ribbons) - B. J. Jackson with 6
AIS Bronze Medal and Certificate (second most first place ribbons) - Sandy Eggertson with 5
CWIS Awards:
Best Canadian Hybridized Stem in Show - Eramosa Freckles entered by Sandy Eggertson
People's Choice - Rio Rojo entered by Brenda Newton
Best Historic Iris In Show - Not Awarded
And now we look forward to 2018 and our 11th annual show and CWIS's 15th anniversary year!
Mark your calendars now for an exciting weekend with the show being held on Sunday, June
3rd. More details will be provided as soon as the Organizing Committee has put the events
together. Invitations have been issued so keep the weekend free for some amazing events!
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From top: BJ Jackson presents Sandy Eggertson with the
Bronze Medal and Certificate; Brenda Newton with the
People's Choice Winner Rio Rojo; Len Giesbrecht's Summer
Olympics; Deborah Petrie's artistic design; BJ's SDB
Tantara; El Hutchison's section winner I. typhifolia; Len
Giesbrecht's Blue Eyed Blonde; Sandy Eggertson's IB section
winner Alliteration; El Hutchison's BB Fleece as White.
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From top: Tables of exhibits following the judging;
El Hutchison presents BJ Jackson with the AIS Silver
Medal and Certificate; Best in Show TB Circle Step; TB
Frank Adams on the show bench
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----And finally, just for fun:
Len Giesbrecht photo bomb;
Jennifer Bishop helps in the cleanup;
Kirsten Kronstedt (left) and Sandy Proulx (right) at the sale table
waiting to close up.
-----
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How to divide iris:
Step-by-step instructions
(Adapted from Rainbow Iris Farm document; Photos by BJ Jackson)

Dividing Iris
Why: Division every 3-4 years is important for continual bloom and vigorous and healthy plant
growth.

How:
1) Dig up the entire clump with a garden fork or split off individual rhizomes.
2) Remove excess dirt and dead material from the clump.
3) Break apart the rhizomes from the clump by using your hands or a knife.
4) Discard (in the garbage, not the compost) any rhizomes that are old and dried up, spongy,
rotten, or have visible damage.
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Above and below - spent rhizomes top
and bottom, discard/ Left - fans removed
from overgrown clump

5) If necessary amend the soil of the planting location with bone meal or compost.
6) Trim the leaves down to 4-6”. Trim in at an angle on each side.. This makes them much easier
to handle.

7) Replant rhizomes at or just under the soil line. Several sources recommend a deeper planting
of up to 1 inch for cold climates.
8) Pack firmly and water moderately.
Those named variety rhizomes you don't want to keep can be given away or donated to your
local club sales! Hint. Hint.
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Things to Keep In Mind:
1) Be sure to mark with a permanent marker or paint pen the name or description of the cultivar
for reference on the fan of the iris. Mark on the inside front or back! Names written on the
outside leaves are often lost since those will dry the fastest after digging.
2) If storing rhizomes be sure to save in a cool, dry location. Iris can survive a long time out of
ground if properly stored.
3) It isn't necessary to soak or wash rhizomes free of dirt if you are just moving them around the
garden. Only wash or soak rhizomes if the rhizome is infected with rot, has been damaged in
some manner or has other problems. Soaking in 10 parts water to one part bleach will get rid of
any hitchhikers. Sending rhizomes in the mail is an exception. Soil is heavy so remove as much
of it as possible. Hose them off if they are really dirty and allow to dry a couple of hours in the
sun. Any cut surfaces on the rhizome can be dusted with Comet or any other such household
powder to seal the cut.
4) Importantly, put something back into your soil if it has been a while since you have divided.
Iris will often use everything they can get from the soil. It is recommended to add compost
and/or a mixture of N-P-K (nitrogen-phosphorus-potassium) to help get your iris off to a good
start again.
And that's the scoop!

2017 CWIS Summer Rhizome Sale
The main event of our short summer is fast approaching! In less than two
weeks, members will have the opportunity to purchase quality rhizomes at
very reasonable prices to add to your gardens. For 2017, Chuck Chapman
Iris will be our major supplier and the list will be augmented by an
outstanding list of member donations.
The sale will run from Thursday, July 27th at 7 pm to Wednesday, August 2nd
or until sold out. The past few years we have been sold out in 3 days. Orders
are processed as received so be quick. To refresh your memory and for new
members, please visit the CWIS webpage at cwis.webplus.net and review the
rhizome sale guidelines by following the links on the home page.
We thank you for your support in the past and look forward to introducing you
to new and never seen before in local gardens varieties of our favourite plant.
This is the major fundraising effort of the year for CWIS and finances what we
do!
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A Visit to RHS Garden Wisley and
Chelsea Flower Show
(By Debbie Innes)

The author in the rhododendrons on
her trip

More photos can be found on pages 10 and 11
It is a place of unbelievable vistas, expansive areas of beautiful trees, stunning floral displays, the
incredible Glasshouse (tropical), water gardens and iris. If you are planning a trip to the United
Kingdom and beautiful gardens are on your ‘to do’ list, then Kew Gardens in London is one such
destination. Royal Horticultural Society Garden Wisley (pronounce like ‘whiz’) in Surrey is
another. It’s a short trek to get there from Central London, but well worth the visit. Wisley will
host two iris shows in 2018 including the late spring show on April 28th, and the summer show
June 2nd.
We arranged to take a month long bus tour of the UK in May, returning to London just in time
for the Chelsea Flower Show, and followed that up a few days later with a visit to RHS Wisley.
We had seen the amazing Kew Gardens many years ago, so Wisley was recommended as an
alternative, and it did not disappoint. A short London tube hop, a 20 minute train ride to Woking,
and a quick taxi got us there in about an hour total. It is a huge site, which cannot all be seen in
one day, but we tried our best. We attended on the day that the British Iris Society show was
underway, and enjoyed chatting with their executive.
The iris show was not unlike our own, but I noted a few differences. Their blue tables and room
layout made getting good pictures difficult, but some are included here. You may notice some
different entry categories that could potentially be considered here; for instance using just
blooms instead of entire stems and a ‘Rainbow event’.
I admit to being somewhat of a novice in identifying all the types of irises, however I do
appreciate beautiful flowers and irises are among the best. Unfortunately, the irises in their
gardens were almost finished as they had experienced a bright and sunny spring, which was
unusual for Britain, but lovely for our tours.
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There is something for everyone at Wisley, from rhododendrons (which were in bloom), to
heather, to an alpine area, and formal herb gardens. My husband was thrilled with the Bonsai
display, Japanese garden, and trees in general, although he questioned my sneaking ‘off trail’ to
photograph a wild iris. Some school group competition projects were on display as well.
A few photos from the Chelsea Flower Show are included as well. That was another full day for
us, while barely seeing everything. One brownish shaded ‘Kent Pride’ iris variety seemed to be
popular at that event. The huge crowds make it difficult to actually talk to any of the display
staff, but the sights are overwhelming, covering so any facets of garden horticulture and
landscaping. The show starts on a Tuesday, but is only open to non-RHS members Thursday and
Friday, providing that you obtain tickets before they sell out a few months ahead.
So many colourful memories.
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Above: Display at Chelsea Flower Show- Wow!/Below: Displays at the BIS Show at RHS Wisley
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From Top: TB Kent Bell, Siberian
Heavenly Blue, Living Astronaut and TB
Blenheim Royal at Chelsea Flower Show.
All photos courtesty of Debbie Innes.
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